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tiny update

	

 

 

A short update on the happenings. Since everyday life has started again and time is getting scarce, we have not done much overly

exciting, but at least our two kids at Kailash Bodi School in KTM have had their exam results. Both realized that two exams in one

day are hard to take but did their best and we are happy and proud that they are working hard. Both of them! For Chonge -  and

Kandi a while back -   it has not been easy start, but he will also find his way and he has got his sister there, who is also a wonderful

soul. And the two of them will go their ways. Let's see whether we will be able to get Kanchi in, too. And I sure hope I will be able

to visit them in the hostel, once I get another chance to go to Nepal!  I miss it!

Our young man BJ is starting with the next semester at college, tomorrow. I am happy that he has been able to take this path, and

surely hope that he will be able to continue this way. His family wanted to see him in the army and he has twice tried army school.. I

am glad he chose not to try again. He is an incredibly talented young man. I sure hope his family will accept he is not following the

family tradition. If anyone is interested in reading about Nepal. Here is a website I follow and I could not report better myself.

http://www.nepal-dia.de/Aktuelle_Lage_/Newsletter_nepal/newsletter_nepal.html

Hopefully I will be able to find out more about our children if Nima gets a chance to visit. We are waiting for things to be decided.

(Embassy, Corona situation, ?).

For any further information write me or call me. Namaste to you all!
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